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Bishop Fox’s internal penetration testing methodology identifies security  
vulnerabilities by simulating the threat of a malicious insider or compromised internal  
host attempting to exploit designated target networks and applications. These zero-, 
partial-, or full-knowledge assessments are time boxed and focused on achieving the 
penetration-test objectives.
Internal penetration tests often include network and active directory enumeration, 
vulnerability scanning, local and active directory privilege escalation, lateral movement, 
and ultimately, sensitive data retrieval or access to critical functionality. Optionally,  
internal applications may be scanned and tested using a combination of automated  
tools and manual techniques.
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PRE-ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS

The assessment team requires the following scoping information:
•  List of internal network ranges in scope
•  List of internal network addresses specifically out of scope
•  Physical access to a site facility or VPN access to the network
•  Permission to bring testing equipment on site
•  List of penetration-test goals/objectives

Prior to beginning fieldwork, the assessment team works with the client’s team to
determine primary engagement goals. These goals often include the following:

•  Compromising trophy file shares, network account credentials, or sensitive
customer data

•  Pivoting to restricted portions of the network
•  Exfiltration testing to determine the client’s detection capabilities

ASSETS

The assessment team performs a review of all pre-assessment information and
proposed testing activities to determine their potential for adverse impact against the
networks and applications. This review includes the identification of all primary and
secondary targets in addition to potential collateral targets. Throughout the assessment,
the team makes a best e�ort to minimize disruptions to network availability

DUE CARE

OBJECTIVES

If any portion of the target network is hosted on third-party systems, testing consent
from the third party is required prior to the start of the assessment.

AUTHORITY

PHASE 1: PRE-ASSESSMENT
The following assessment requirements must be met to ensure the timely and successful 
completion of the project.
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PHASE 2: AUTOMATED NETWORK SCANNING & ENUMERATION
In this phase, automated tools and manual techniques are used to build a network
footprint and identify any potential vulnerabilities 

DISCOVERY AND VULNERABILITY SCANNING

If in-scope hostnames or subnet ranges are not provided, the assessment team
performs the following activities to identify live hosts on the target network:
    •  DNS Queries — leverage DHCP lease information to identify DNS and directory

server IP addresses
    •  Local Tra�c Observation — passively observe local network tra�c to identify

the hostnames, domains, and protocols in use
    •  Common TCP Port Scanning — conduct port scanning to identify specific TCP ports, 

targeted at the subnets associated with the previously identified hostnames & domains
    •  Domain Controller Queries — if applicable, query directory servers for domain

user, computer, and group information

Once live hosts on the target network are identified, the team attempts to
enumerate running network services using the following:
    •  Detailed Port Scans — TCP/UDP port scan against known ports and live hosts
    •  Service Identification — combination of manual analysis and the execution of

safe Nmap scripts intended to fingerprint identified services

When appropriate, the assessment team runs automated network vulnerability scanners against all 
identified live targets using Nessus (www.nessus.org), a publicly available security scanner and 
auditing tool that identifies potential vulnerabilities in a host’s available network services.
While automated vulnerability scanning tools reduce the amount of time required to assess a target
network or application, these engines are by nature designed to err on the side of caution and
subsequently produce a large number of results. The assessment team manually reviews the scan
results to identify high-value targets within the context of the environment.
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The assessment team uses tools to enumerate Microsoft Windows systems and 
active directory domains accessible on the target network. The team attempts to 
gather information that includes:
    •  Names of Windows domains on the network
    •  System names and descriptions of the members in each domain
    •  Domain groups
    •  Shared network resources (e.g., file shares and printers)
    •  Domain trusts
    •  Lists of domain controllers
    •  Domain password and account lockout policies
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DISCOVERY AND VULNERABILITY SCANNING
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results to identify high-value targets within the context of the environment.
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PHASE 3: MANUAL PENETRATION TESTING
After performing initial reconnaissance, network enumeration, and service discovery, the 
assessment team performs the following activities.

INTERNAL PENETRATION TESTING
NETWORK

PENETRATION
TESTING

The assessment team attempts to compromise systems and credentials, perform
lateral movement, and elevate privileges within the target environment by conducting
the following activities:
    •  Local network protocol attacks
    •  Exploitation of network services by leveraging misconfigurations, software 
        vulnerabilities, or default credentials
    •  Information retrieval attacks against data storage devices such as databases
        and file servers
    •  Brute-force testing of exposed services using default, common, & weak credentials
    •  Leveraging the excessive use of privileged credentials within the environment
        (i.e., domain administrator, developer/engineer, and service accounts)
    •  Exploitation of application vulnerabilities, if they can be leveraged to gain further
        access within the network
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PHASE 4: ANALYSIS AND REPORTING
Bishop Fox reports contain an executive-level summary of the engagement, which 
includes the assessment goals, a synthesis of the highest-impact findings, and high-
level recommendations. Within each finding, a vulnerability definition is given along 
with detailed reproduction steps, a description of business impact, and tailored 
recommendations with references.
For each finding, the assessment team builds a holistic view of the business risk it 
represents by performing the following activities.

PHASE 5: REMEDIATION REVIEW (OPTIONAL)
Optionally, the assessment team re-performs scanning and testing of the identified 
vulnerabilities after the client indicates that the vulnerabilities have been addressed.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES
LIKELIHOOD

DETERMINATION

IMPACT
ANALYSIS

For each vulnerability, the assessment team determines the likelihood that it will
be exercised based on the following factors:
    •  Threat-source motivation and capability
    •  Nature of the vulnerability
    •  Existence and e�ectiveness of controls

For each potentially successful exploitation of a vulnerability, the assessment team 
analyzes and determines the impact of such an exercise as it a�ects the organization 
and its customers in the areas of confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

SEVERITY
DETERMINATION

Bishop Fox determines severity ratings using in-house expertise and industry-standard
rating methodologies such as the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) and
the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS). The severity of each finding is 
determined independently of the severity of other findings. Vulnerabilities assigned a 
higher severity have more significant technical and business impact and achieve that 
impact through fewer dependencies on other flaws.


